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G
Man’s eyes flicker open. Two small black dots in the barren wasteland 
that is his face. They are fixed pupils that rove around in the white 
limitless space. His nose is a quick dash, his mouth a single curved 
line, but he has no idea why it expresses joy. If the unfeeling dots 
have the capacity to express confusion they would. If he has a brain he 
would not know why he is here. Man looks around the room. It is absent 
of colour. There are no walls and when he looks up it is impossible to 
tell where the ceiling is or if such a thing exists. Man stares up in 
vain. He closes his eyes but the imprint of dead white is behind his 
eyelids in a blurred dot. He opens his eyes again but is still here. He 
blinks rapidly but nothing changes. He furrows his dark brow.

A
Man is standing up but does not remember standing, or having the 
implements enabling him to stand. Man looks down and is confronted by 
one vertical line that runs downwards, splitting into two equally thin 
lines running parallel to each other. They appear to be attached to him 
but man did not feel it. They are painfully thin and out of proportion 
with his oversized head, a moon perched precariously atop a pinprick 
that has split in two.

F
Man stretches his arms out. They are long and thin, hand-less but who 
ever remembers such small details? He blinks and that snap second has 
gifted him with five miniature strokes dancing from the ends of his 
arms. He has no recollection of these little lines splaying out from 
his arms but there they are. Man does not know whether they are a 
welcome addition. There is nothing here to grip so he has no real use 
for them. But he likes to see them wiggling away.

B
Man is suddenly conscious of a long black line, just to his right and 
thicker and taller than his own frail body. He gazes at it and tries 
to purse his jolly mouth in concentration but to no avail. Man reaches 
out to touch the imposter. It is solid and smooth. It sneers down at 
man but man does not know how to react. He decides he likes it. It is 
something to fill the emptiness in this bizarre place.

C
Another line appears over his head. Man is flabbergasted. Where has it 
come from? He has to stand on his tiptoes, these he discovered when he 
was looking down at his feet and the line is too high for man to just 
reach up with his arms. It is the same thickness as the other line 
but horizontal and suspended in the air. Man cannot fathom how it is 
staying there. The two lines kiss, making two sides of a square. But 
man has no knowledge of a square so continues to stare with his blank 
eyes at the evolving thing growing out of this white space. Man is 
curious. He wonders what will happen next and eagerly awaits the next 
piece. He greets the new flexible line snaking down towards his neck 
with a genuine reflection of his outwardly fixed smile.

H
Man’s blissful curiosity is interrupted by a sharp burning around his 
neck. Man has nothing to support him as the new line coils tighter 
and tighter round his neck until his little eyes bulge. His arms flail 
as the weight of his body, surprising considering its willow like 
structure, snaps the line taut. There is a horrible sensation of pain 
but man has never experienced this before and does not understand why 
he feels so bad.  He panics and uses his little fingers to grapple at 
the noose. His mouth continues to smile in that simple curved way and 
his eyes fix as the sensation grows and becomes more unbearable. Man’s 
hands claw and lock against it but he can do nothing. The line is 
suddenly severed in one stroke and disappears altogether, along with 
the rest of the black lines.

Too late. Man was already limp.

 IT STARTS WITH A CIRCLE.
 A REGULAR CIRCLE.
 EMPTY BUT READY TO BE FILLED.
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The pieces come from 
“Artefacts of the 
Everyday”, a small 
series of works which 
treats the detritus we 
create as we go about 
the business of living 
as if it were a grand 
specimen deserving of 
a place in our history 
books.

Their small scale is 
designed to encourage a 
viewer to 
pick them up and 
interact with them. 

Each object that was encased in 
resin was chosen carefully.
They are either something we 
all stumble across and pay 
little attention to (a fragment 
of wall, or a pebble lying at 
your feet) or it is something 
that comes from us, that is so 
commonplace we almost don’t see 
it at all (some crumbs from 
your toast at breakfast; dust 
bunnies under your bed). 

They are mementoes of tasks we 
enact daily and they 
encourage us to reflect on the 
beauty that can be discovered 

in these tasks. 
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Experimenting with bikes, bubbles and a projector, myself, Richard Braham, Gabriella 
Marsh and Miranda Dixon created an installation that was lo-fi, mechanical and inter-

active for last summer’s Cambridge University Magdalene May Ball.
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